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Learn about this influential 
German design movement.

ARTIST IN FOCUS
LEE

London based Artist talks about 
their artwork and  influences.
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Arts Network is an Arts and Mental Health charity based in Lewisham. 
We are a creative community that uses art to improve wellbeing.

Art, articles 
and puzzles 

inspired by 
design and  

d e s i g n 
processes.
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Daniella WoutersElizabeth Sperry 

Various Artists | As members return to our studio, from August 2021, our gallery grows.
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If you are a member of Arts Network or you 
have made work inspired by 

Stay Connected activities, get in touch, send  
your artwork in and you may be featured here!

facebook.com/selanuk

@artsnetworkldn

@artsnetworkldn

stayconnected@artsnetwork.org.uk

Elecia Edoo



How did you first discover art?
It was probably when I was at primary school. Yeah mixing colours and 
stuff. The colour wheel and that sort of thing. I always enjoyed art at 
school, but it was something that I discovered more later on in life 
though, I started doing it more often when I was about 20 or 21.

How long have you been making art?
Probably 14 years I was about 21 when I started really painting again.

LEE

What materials or mediums do you usually work with?
Canvas, acrylics on canvas, or inks and acrylics on canvas and spray 
paints as well. And I like to use pastels sometimes, I like to do trees with 
pastels as well and oil pastels. Stenciling is the main thing that I do but 
that can translate into canvas and spray paint, so that's how that usually 
works out.



How does art help you or what do you like about making art?
The main thing I like about art is to produce something at the end, I 
like to have some imagery at the end, something decent, a canvas 
or a stencil or something. And I like to make profit from my art as 
well itʼs not usually much, but I usually like to double what I spend, 
so I appreciate that. 

How long have you been a member of Arts Network?
I was here for a year then I Ieft for a year and then I came back for 
the last 3 or 4 years.

Do you think your wellbeing has improved since you've attended 
Arts Network?
It's nice to socialise, it makes me feel better to socialise with people.

Do you think art and creativity helps you and if so how?
It helps me to relax when I paint and focus my thoughts and release 
ideas that I'm having. Artistic ideas I like to release them because I 
work on them over and over and over again I keep painting the 
canvas in my head over and over again and eventually you have to 
do it; it's nice to do that because I think I'll get a better canvas by 
doing that.



What's your favourite thing about 
being a member of Arts Network?
Socialising and doing things 
together as a group outside. I like 
having exhibitions up, it's fun to 
meet up and enjoy an exhibition.

What are your favourite colours?
I like red and black, but I use all 
colours really. I especially use the 
colours of the spectrum a lot. 
They are probably my favourite 
colours, the spectrum, I use them 
all the time.

Are there specific themes or topics 
you like to make art about?
Film, famous faces, femininity and 
American gun crime. Also music 
themes, Iʼve done Kurt Cobain, 
Amy Winehouse and Janis Joplin.

Do you have a favourite artist? If 
so, who are they and why do you 
like their art?
I have a few of them. I like 
Lichtenstein, I like Pollock, Hirst, 
Rothko. I like Liechtenstein and 
Pollock because they are quite 
colourful like dots, I use dots a lot 
in my own artwork as well in 
spray paints, so thatʼs why I like 
them. I like Hirst because he does 
strange things like with the 
butterflies and sharks in 
formaldehyde. 
It's all quite strange, but it's all 
very interesting.



DESIGN
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ART
SHAPE

INNOVATION
CRAFT
COLOUR
CREATIVITY

12 words from the design process can be found hidden in the grid 
below, words can be read diagonally, horizontally, vertically, as 
well as back to front!  Answers on page 19.
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ACTIVITY
SILHOUETTE LOGO

In this activity we use images and shapes to create a simple silhouette style 
logo.

AN IMAGE FROM A MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPER OR A 
PHOTOCOPY | TRACING PAPER | PAPER | PENCIL OR PEN

COLOURING PENS OR PENCILS (OPTIONAL)| COMPASS AND 
RULER  (OPTIONAL)

1. Browse through some magazines or search on the internet to find an 
image that is linked to your intended brandʼs goals.  For example, an 
image that has one simple subject in it; a cat for a vets, an instrument for 
a school band, a cupcake for a local cake maker or a landmark for a 
travel agency. Below are a few examples you can use.  



2.  With tracing paper, 
and using only geometric 
shapes, trace over the 
image, following the 
outline of the subject. For 
example if your subject 
has lots of curves, use 
circles, if it has lot of 
straight lines use squares.

3.  Place another piece of tracing paper on top and colour in all the 
areas you wish to keep as your logo. The goal is to create an instantly 
recognisable silhouette that can be used in lots of design situations.

4. Now, have fun with 
your new logo. 

Consider pairing it with 
coloured backgrounds, 
shape flourishes, and 
interesting typefaces, etc.

Here [image right] is our 
cupcake silhouette logo 
as the main feature on a 
fictional business card.



ACTIVITY
CREATIVE COLOURING

Think about designing more of your 
trainer before you colour it in. 

Do you want to add some logos to the 
side, the heel and/or the tongue?

Do you want any stripes or stitching on 
there?

What colour is the sole, the toe, the 
side and the heel of the shoe? 

Think about what material your trainer 
is made from, you can label your 
design with the materials you want to 
use.



Think about designing more of your 
trainer before you colour it in. 

Do you want to add some logos to the 
side, the heel and/or the tongue?

Do you want any stripes or stitching on 
there?

What colour is the sole, the toe, the 
side and the heel of the shoe? 

Think about what material your trainer 
is made from, you can label your 
design with the materials you want to 
use.

The natural world has spent billions of years 
evolving to design solutions to the problems of 
survival. When we are looking for the solution 
to design problems, we can find some beautiful 
answers in the natural world. This is called 
biomimicry. What designs can you think of that 
may have been inspired by nature? On this 
page are some drawings of natural forms and 
human designs. See if you can tell where the 
designers get their inspiration from and match 
each of the natural forms with a human design. 
Answers on Page 19.

ACTIVITY
BIOMIMICRY



TATTOO MODELS

Why did you select the tattoo models as 
the focus for your loan?

“The Hornimanʼs collections are full of interesting objects 
but browsing online is a different experience to visiting 
the museumʼs galleries, which unfortunately wasnʼt an 
option during lockdown. In my searches, I found 
tattoo-related objects and thought this linked back to our 
initial ideas of sustainability. Whilst tattoos might be 
popular and mainstream in big cities, they originated 
from indigenous communities in various parts of the 
world. Contemporary or traditional, the principles are 
the same: you just need a needle and ink to tattoo skin. 
So, why the wooden tattoo models specifically? The 
patterns are beautiful to look at and it would be great to 
feature them in a case where you can see them up close. 
We had so many questions about them and not many 
obvious answers. That created a bit of a challenge, but it 
could also make them exciting for audiences to learn 
about. .”

Gayathri Anand is a student from Goldsmiths University, 
studying for an MA in Anthropology and Museum 
Practice.  They chose three tattoo models from the 
Horniman collection as the focus of their virtual loan and 
created a podcast. The tattoo models (left and bottom 
right) were made in the 19th Century in Sarawak, 
Borneo and they represent Kayan tattoo patterns. They 
were acquired by the Horniman in 1914 from Henry Ling 
Roth.



What has been your favourite part of 
working on this virtual loan?

“Itʼs difficult to pick, but it was insightful to learn about 
museums from the staff behind the scenes. The Object in 
Focus project involves so many different people, and they all 
consider completely different aspects; conservation, 
storage, display, curation, education (the list goes on!). I 
also loved being able to eventually handle the wooden 
tattoo models. This happened months after the project 
started –talk about suspense! In the meantime, my group 
had tried to piece together clues about who might have 
made them and where exactly they were from. The tattoo 
models are over 100 years old so uncovering relevant 
information during the research process was rewarding. 
Everyone on my course had a lot of enthusiasm, so it was 
great to finally see the chosen objects in person.” 

How will the podcast you have created 
help to interpret the tattoo models? 

“Thereʼs a reason why podcasts are popular. Theyʼre easy 
to access, dip in and out of, and theyʼre great for 
multi-tasking. I wanted listeners to be able to learn about 
these objects whether youʼre standing in front of them, or 
far away. I tried to explain some of the difficult histories 
that a lot of museum objects contend with and these models 
were no exception. For these reasons, although museums 
may appear to collect a lot of information, there are also 
gaps which shouldnʼt be ignored. I tried to point out some 
examples and how this can be limiting, for instance, the 
modelsʼ makers are not known. I also felt it was important 
to highlight the relationship between these objects and 
environmental issues that are very relevant to indigenous 
communities living in Borneo today.”

Image © Horniman Museum and Gardens



ACTIVITY
WHACKY COMBOS

At the core of design is innovation and creativity. This can be a daunting 
prospect and there are probably people already thinking “but Iʼm not 
that creative!”,  thatʼs just simply not true, everyone is capable of 
creative thought. Like other parts of our body, our brains are just a 
muscle and the more we stretch and exercise that muscle the more our 
imagination will be stretched too.  

A great way to do this is by giving ourselves limitations for our design, 
this might sound strange but by giving restrictions we boost creative 
thinking because it gives our thoughts a direction to go down.  

Designers are often given these limitations in the form a design brief. A 
design brief outlines what they are being asked to create for example 
what function it has, what it needs to show etc. 
 
So to get our creative minds working we have a game to help us come 
up with some wacky design briefs that we are going to try and bring to 
life through drawing. 

PEN OR PENCIL | PAPER  
A TIMER OR CLOCK
COLOURING PENS OR 
PENCILS (OPTIONAL)

1. Look at the two 
grids (Grid 1 has 
subjects e.g. an 
object or an animal 
and Grid 2 has 
descriptions or an 
action)

GRID 1



2. Close your eyes and hover 
your finger over Grid 1. With 
your eyes closed place your 
finger on the grid. Open your 
eyes and see where it lands 
e.g. an octopus.

3. Repeat step 2 for Grid 2 to 
pick your action e.g. 
skydiving.  

4. When you have your two 
selected you now have your 
design brief e.g. an octopus 
skydiving.  

5. Set a timer for 2 mins 
and draw what comes 
to mind from that brief!  

6. Once youʼve done your 
drawing you can look back and 
think of a story for your design 
e.g. why was the octopus 
skydiving in the first place? Or 
you can have another go at the 
game! 

GRID 2



Following the launch of a new mental-health focused audio theatre 
series, writer Olly Gully explains how the project came about - and how 
Arts Network members were essential to its development.

Hear Myself Think is an audio-theatre series that invites audiences to plug 
in their headphones and enjoy a simple everyday activity in the company 
of one of five different characters. Audiences are able to pick an activity, 
and listen along as these newfound friends tidy, talk, sketch and walk 
alongside them, with their comic and contemplative monologues offering 
instruction, comfort and the restorative power of good company.

CAN YOU TELL US MORE 
ABOUT THE PROJECT?

Iʼm a playwright, and when lockdown 
closed theatres, audio work felt like a 
great way to continue to reach 
audiences. The project itself is based on 
my familyʼs mental health experience, 
and gives people the opportunity to 
engage with their own wellbeing through 
small everyday activities, which felt 
especially important with so many people 
experiencing social isolation.
To take the project beyond the limits of my 
own experience, I enlisted the help of 
professional advisors Professor Simon 
Gilbody and Dr Noelle Goodman, and 
set about building connections with local 
community groups such as Arts Network 
in order to guide the creation of the 
series.

Louise Jameson

HOW DID IT 
COME ABOUT?



All episodes of Hear Myself Think are now 
available to listen and download for free online at

hearmyselfthink.co.uk

We held two virtual workshops 
with members during the projectʼs 
creation in May, and they were 
integral to shaping Hear Myself 
Think - encouraging us not to shy 
away from the reality of mental 
illness, or resort to well-meaning 
platitudes about positivity. To be 
honest, at that point in the project 
Iʼd been concerned where a 
small-scale project like this sits in 
the shadow of more pressing 
issues, such as the inaccessibility 
of proper mental health support 
systems. However, the enthusiasm, 
generosity, and feedback from 
members was so encouraging and 
constructive, and was fundamental 
to the success of the finished 
project.

HOW DID ARTS NETWORK 
MEMBERS HELP THE PROJECT?

As well as Arts Network, I also held workshops at Mosaic Clubhouse 
in Brixton, and worked closely with the amazing local arts venue 
Streatham Space Project. The series itself has been directed by Kaleya 
Baxe, and features an incredible cast of voice actors including Cherelle 
Skeete and Louise Jameson.

WHO ELSE IS INVOLVED?

WHERE CAN WE LISTEN?

Cherelle Skeete



True Materials: �e materials being use 
should mirror the true nature of objects and 
buildings. For instance, if metal was being 
used for furniture, Bauhaus design would 
suggest leaving the metal exposed and 
evident.

In 1919, �e Bauhaus (which translated from German is ‘Building House’) was 
originally a school founded in Weimar Germany by an architect called Walter 
Gropius, which became a design movement in�uencing many art forms.  Here are 
some of the principles that de�ne Bauhaus:

No barriers between artist 
and craftsmen: It was 
important to emphasise that 
craftsmen were also regarded as 
artists to get rid of the 
distinctions caused by class. 
Gropius also wrote in his 
manifesto that architects, 
painters and sculptors can 
actively learn a lot from 
craftsmanship.

Form Follows Function: Here the designs 
were about staying true to the function – 
simple geometric shapes were used based on 
the intended purpose of the building or 
objects. Also, by focussing on the productivi-
ty of the design, it allowed a oneness 
between artists and craftsmen.
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Minimalism: �ere is an 
emphasis on using linear 
and geometric forms and 
avoiding �oral or more 
complex patterns. 

Technology: �e new possibilities of modern technology and mass production were 
taken into consideration with the designs they were developing.

�e curriculum of �e Bauhaus School (left) also shows us the important 
elements which a�ected how we approach art and design, such as understanding 
colour theory.

�is design movement went on to in�uence many art forms such as interior 
design, painting and modern furniture design.     

RESOURCES
ANSWERS
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BIOMIMICRY ANSWERS (Page 11)  
1&5: The kingfisher inspired the bullet 
train in Japan. 2&6: Termite mound 
inspired ecological air conditioning in 
a Zimbabwe shopping centre. 3&4: An 
egg is a unique parabolic shape which 
is used in buildings like ʻThe Gherkinʼ, 
London.
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environment for people with mental health support needs, and challenges the stigma 

of mental health. 

their wellbeing and learn to manage their mental health. At Arts Network we facilitate 
this by enabling people to build relationships and enter into a community centered 

around art and artistic practice.

This Activity book is an Arts Network project designed to bring creativity to peoples 
home and make sure we ‘Stay Connected’.

Charity Number 1157803
 
Company Number 07897115

Its with the support of Arts Network Funders that this issue is brought to you

If you or someone you know is stuggling with their mental health, help is available here:

Mind
0300 123 3393

info@mind.org.uk

  

Anxiety UK 
03444 775 774
07537 416905

support@anxietyuk.org.uk

Crisis support 
0800 731 2864 (Option 1) 
to speak to our local 24 hour 

mental health crisis line.

Rethink Mental Illness
0300 5000 927

SLAM 
0800 731 2864

Samaritans
116 123 

jo@samaritans.org

+44 (0) 7402 263 418

stayconnected@artsnetwork.org.uk

8-12 Eltham Road, Lee, London SE12 8TF

www.artsnetwork.org.uk


